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Vocabulary 

Look at the pictures and fill in the blanks.  

 

 

 

 

  
1) Iran’s mountains and ……….. are the natural home of many animals.  

2) African …………. is bigger than Indian one.  

3) We can be healthy by donating ………….to those who need it.  

4) Urmia …………… is in West Azarbaijan.  

1 

B One odd out.  

5) bacteria- microbe- brain- viruses  

6) defend- injure- take care of- protect  

0.5 

C Match part A with part B (There are two words in part B.) 

                           A         B 

7) the place that we can watch the planets and stars a) instead 

8) in the places of someone or something else b) future  

 c) observatory 

 d) museum 
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Grammar 

John is a tourist. He likes to travel to Iran. He talks about Iran with his friend, 

Ali. Fill in the blanks with proper words.  

   
John: Tell me about your country, please.  

Ali: Well, I’m Iranian. I live in Tabriz. Tabriz is one of …(9)… cities of Iran. (big)  

1 
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John: Really, that’s nice. How is the weather there?  

Ali: Well, it’s cold most of the time. It’s….(10)…..  Tehran. (cold)  

John: What about the parks and shopping centers?  

Ali: There are a lot of parks in Tabriz, but El-Goli is the ….(11)…..park in Tabriz. 

(beautiful). Tabriz is famous for its carpets. You can buy nice carpets in Tabriz. 

John: That’s great. I’m sure that I ….(12)….. your nice city this summer. (visit)  

Ali: Ok, I’ll be happy to see you.   

E Choose the correct answer.  

13) Do you think the ………. are doing……….homework?  

a) child/his b) child/their c) children/his  d) children/their  

 14) A: “I have a headache.” B: “Wait here……… an aspirin for you.   

a) I get  b) I’ll get  c) I’m going to get  d) I got   

15) Maryam and Leila are good students, but Mona is …….. student in our class.  

a) better  b) best c) the best  d) well 

16) His grandfather is ………..my grandfather. They are 80 both years old.   

a) as old as  b) older than c) the oldest  d) old 
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Writing 

Look at this picture and complete the following sentence.  

 

17) This ………….car is very nice. (black/German/old) 
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G Unscramble the following sentence  

18) car/expensive/ bicycle / a/ than/ isn’t/a/ more/. 

 

0.5 

H There are four mistakes in the following text. Find them and correct them.  

nastaran is a new student in our school. She is from Mashhad. She is tall and has 

eyes brown. She is the more helpful student in our class. She is going to helps me in 

my lessons.  

19)  20) 21) 22) 

 

1 
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I Look at he pictures and fill in the missing letters.  

23) The largest sea animal is (w_ _ _ _). 

 

24) About ten (th_ _ _ _ _ _) people live in this village. 

 
 

0.5 

J Read the text, then complete the table. One is enough for each column.   

We live in a wonderful world. All around us there are amazing things like dark 

jungles, tall mountains and different people and nations. The Nile is the longest 

river on Earth. It is more than 6,000 kilometers. It is an important river for African 

people.  

Noun Noun Adjective Adjective Adjective Adjective 

Proper Common Nationality Opinion Color Size 

25) 26) 27) 28) 29) 30) 
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Reading 

Read the following passage and fill in the blanks with the words given.  

Saturn looks like a star in our sky at night. You can see 

its ……(31)…... by using a telescope. It looks very small from 

the ……(32)…..., where you live on, but did you know that 

Saturn is really, really big? Of our eight planets, only Jupiter 

is bigger than Saturn. Saturn is about 95 times ……(33)…... 

than Earth.   

Saturn is the sixth planet from the Sun. It takes Saturn about thirty years to go 

around the ……(34)…... . So a year on Saturn is about thirty Earth years! 

31) a) orbits  b) stars ` c) rings  d) plants 

32) a) Moon b) Sun c) Earth d) Saturn 

33) a) the least  b) the largest  c) Smaller  d) bigger 

34) a) sky b) planet c) Moon  d) Sun 
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 Read the text and answers the questions.    
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Tigers are losing their natural home. They are in danger. They are endangered 

animals because people kill them and destroy the place where they live. Hunters 

hunt them and sell them. Some Chinese people use tiger body parts as medicine. 

The world lost 97% of its tigers in the last eighty years.  

Seventy percent of tigers live in India. India tries to help the tigers. India says 

that life for the tigers gets better. We thank the people who take care of the forests 

in India.  

a) Put True or False.  

35) 97% of tigers live in India.                                     (F-T)   

36) India doesn’t have any plan to save tigers lives.    (F-T) 

b) Give complete answers.  

37) Why do we call tigers endangered animals?  

38) What do Chinese do with tiger body parts?   
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Good Luck 
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